Log into MySMCC, click on My Maine Guide, then My Learning, and then the Library. Points of View Reference Center is found within Articles.

Points of View provides a full scope of controversial subjects. It can be used as a guide for debates, for writing position papers, and for developing critical thinking skills. Each Points of View essay includes a series of questions and additional material to generate further thought. It also includes thousands of supporting articles from the world’s top political and societal publications.

Basic Search - Enter your subject term(s) in the text box and click Search. Your terms can include truncation (*), wildcard (?), and phrases in quotations.

Your results - Points of View Essays will be listed first in the result list. On the left, scroll to Source Types where you can click Show More to display results available as newspapers, magazines, and journals, as well as radio and television transcripts and primary source documents.

In the News - Click on one of the topics to learn about current events

Browse by Category - Topics are listed under broad categories. Locate a category of interest to find what is available as a topic. At the top of Browse by Category you click Show All to get an alphabetical listing of all the topics covered in Points of View.

Points of View Essays:
- Overview - background including historical & current information and definitions
- Point - presents one argument or “side” of an issue
- Counterpoint - presents another viewpoint of the issue
- Guide to Critical Analysis - outlines what to look for as you read the essays, how to judge between fact and opinion, how to research other sides and form your own opinion about an issue.

Need further help? EBSCOhost has an easy to use and informative tutorials...
http://support.ebsco.com/training/tutorials.php